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The dramatic, semi-outdoor entry forecourt by a reflective pool separates the two blocks and frames the surrounding greenery.  
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The ca n t il evere d s ta irca se ol ca te d in the main blocklea ds one along an of f-form concrete wall to the gallery tot he mus ic room a bove andg ive a li g h t and delicate feelto theg a ell ryspace.
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The roofg ard en andp u t t ing gr een r e- eng ag es one with the surrounding landscape and givest he spatial experienceo f t he housea su b tel c lim ax.
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Separated by an entry forecourt, the two separate blocks define the

gallery, dining, kitchen and music/guest room on the first level of the

main block, and an entertainment room and study on the second, from

the double-volume living space of the second block towards the rear of

the site. On the third level is the architect's private suite, which

comprisea private lounge, master bedroom as well as master-bathroom

encased in full-height glass. On the roof is a garden and putt ing green.

This charming a r e a - perfect for chilling and lounging-re-engages

one with the surrounding landscape and gives the spatial experience

of the house a subtle climax.

Planes and clearly defined partit ions are employed to provide a  

"layered" experience while defining the different functional zones of  

the house. The flow between the various spaces is fluid andunobtrusive.  

Details, such as the cantilevered staircase, which leads one along an  off-

form concrete wall to the gallery to the music room above, givea  light 

and delicate feel to the space. Overall, the materials chosen are  

undeniably exquisite: Italian Bianco Statuario Venato marble is used  

Widely throughout on the lower levels, and Maple timber strips on the  

upper ones. Specially selected Phillip Stark and Antonio Citterio light

and bathroom fixtures are used against Travertine marble flooring to  

add to the elegant air of the interior space.

The idea of journey and procession make up an important part in the

planning of the house. Instead of situating the entrance to the house by

the gate, one is taken along the "Arts Vista", which is, effectively,a

processional route through a ramped pathway led by LED lights and

surrounded by greenery and sculptures, before arriving at the dramatic

double-volume entry forecourt resting lightly over a reflective pool .

This entry forecourt straddles between nature and shelter, at once

occupying and signalling an important spatial demarcation, while

functionally segregating the two main areas of the house.

house the architect's extensive art collection, which are carefully  

posi t io ed to engage one with interior and exterior spaces.

The journey through the house allows one to pause and ponder, and

heightens one's self-awareness, as well as the subtleties of light,

textures and the surrounding nature. Its poetic experience occurs in

these moments, where the contact with nature, time and space is often

direct and immediate. Sculpted by the surroundings and captured in

light, the architecture of this glass house straddles between poetry

and s p ac e- a silent, meditative shelter where words cease to be

necessary, where the architecture speaks for itself.S b\
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Continuing on the same axis as the entrance ramp is an infinity-edge  

pool  and an outdoor pavilion at the extreme end of the axis. Flowing  

in the direction towards the park, the movement of the water directs  

one's view and connects the body with that of the park. Designed asa  

space for meditation, the outdoor pavilion, const r u cted in timber, isa  

quiet sanctuary for solitude and reflection! The processional sequence

and museum-like spatial qualities of the house are specially catered to 115

The quiet temperament of the spacious double -volumeliving room. 9 .r,8'),, (l:::'. <!Q> '.i>ffc


